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LEBABIB REVOLT

FRENCH GENERAL’S TALK TO CORRESPONDENTS

From Noel Monies, Cairo**Sunday.

General Chadebee de Lavada, French Commander-in-Chief, Levant, flew here from

Beirut last night to deny to foreign correspondents that there was any revolt in

Lebanon or that it was the intention of the French to withhold independence from

Lebanon#

The General’s plane touched down at Cairo airfield at the same time as the

plane I flew in from Malta and the French machine which evidently had no brakes

nearly collided with ours on the runway# Only the presence of mind of the young

New Zealand pilot saved a serious accident.

In the typical French apology that followed out on the tarmac I learned that

the General had come to Cairo especially to see foreign correspondents, so I went

with him immediately to the conference room at French headquarters.

Lavada, who is about the same build as Franco and who looks more like a banker

than an army man" began by saying he was "deeply shocked" at the reports that had been

spread abroad about revolt in Lebanon#

He brusquely hurled aside at least a few of the seven veils of mystery that

have enveloped Syria in the last five days - but he left three or four still clinging.#

The general explained he had come to Cairo in a most unairworthy plane to tell

the correspondents the facts of the happenings in Lebanon# "There has not been any

revolt - just a few little riots" he sand. Ho went on "News on the radio that has

been pouring into Lebanon from all countries, particularly Germany, has been

exaggerated beyond all description and has thus encouraged thousands of people to

believe that there really is a revolt on# "The radio said that 18 deputies had been

arrested. That is forty too many*" (A questioner interjected here "Uhy were the

other eight arrested" but the little General answered it with a wave of his hand).

"It's a wicked lie that native troops forced their way into the President’s

home and arrested the 'president .........

/Sheikh



Sheikh Bishara El Khour and the Prime Minister Riad El Solh Bey, Especially

selected French officers arrested them., (The chorus of "Pourquoi"from the

correspondents, net with/wave of two hands.)

"Reports from abroad had stated that many people had been shot, I gave my

word that the only two people we know of who have bean slightly wounded are a

French private and a girl cook in the French A,T,S, (at least ten of us cried "who

shot them", and this time the General smiled and said ’’who knows’ 1

'), "

The General then gave a lengthy discourse on the difficulties the French

are up against in Syria and Lebanon, "The local Government has acted like a

naughty child nad has tried to get immediately what it has been promised it will

get when circumstances permit. There is no question in the world about Lebanon

getting its independence. Our word is pledged on that and it will be honouredI **

he declared, "Independence for Lebanon" he said, "would have to be granted in three

stages; l) Partial independence would be granted now, 2) Even a further degree of

independence would be granted after mutual discussi. ns and 3) complete independence

would come after the wr .

The General concluded in a triumphant tone, '"My dear friend, General

Holmes Commander-in-chief of the Ninth Army completely agrees with me that the

security of Syria and Lebanon is guaranteed and that if the French and the

Lebanese are .left 'alone to settle this matter between themselves everything will

work cut satisfactorily". The General*s conference has added to rather than

cleared up this mystery of the happenings in Syria and Lebanon, The papers

here are full of extracts from the world* s press denouncing the French attitude

in "going back" on the promise made to Lebanon, but the General assured us there

has not been any such going back. Also the Egyptian Government has come out

strongly for the Lebanese had has sharply criticised the French,.

The General told us everything hut one thing we wanted to know - what is

really happening in Syria., He admitted to us that all communication with the

outside world had been cut on his orders and when we asked him would he take

a party of us hack with him to see for ourselves he said there was no room

in his plane which was unairworthy anyhow.
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